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The Czech Digital Mathematics Library

• The aim: to ensure availability of mathematical literature 
which has been published throughout history in the 
Czech lands, in digital archival form

• Funded by: the Academy of Sciences of the Czech 
Republic within the national R&D programme
“Information Society”

• Period: 2005–2009

• Estimated extent: 150–200 thousand [digitized] pages

Project
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Partners

• Mathematical Institute AS CR (Prague) 
project co-ordinator, selection & preparation of materials for digitization, IPR 
and copyright issues, operation and maintenance of the developed DML-CZ

• Institute of Computer Science, Masaryk University (Brno) 
technical integration, development of the digital library, coordination of 
metadata provision and incorporation of the DML-CZ into the WDML

• Faculty of Informatics, Masaryk University (Brno) 
OCR processing, techniques for searching and presenting digital documents, 
presentation formats and relevant technology development and testing

• Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Charles University (Prague) 
user requirements, metadata specifications and linkage to Zentralblatt MATH 
and Mathematical Reviews

• Library AS CR (Prague) 
digitization, OCR, storage and presentation of the digitized content 
within the Academy of Science framework
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Test bed: Czechoslovak Math. J.

• 1951–1991 classical typesetting (almost 30 000 pages), 
since 1992 TeX

• multilingualism: Czech, Slovak, Russian, English, 
German, French, Italian

• the first two volumes published simultaneously in Czech, 
Russian and multilingual versions

• free-hand drawings, graphic figures, tables and 
photographs
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Scanning

• Digitization Center of the Library AS CR 
• Zeutschel scanners OS 7000 

(90 A4  pages per hour at 600 DPI)
• grey scale, 600 (644) DPI, 4~bit in TIFF
• BookRestorer (i2S, France) for the graphical 

improvements of the scanned pages – mainly cropping, 
binarization and straightening lines

• the first OCR (all but mathematics): ABBYY FineReader
engine integrated in the production system Sirius (Elsyst
Engineering, CR)

• automated creation of minimal metadata with the aid of 
pre-defined models
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From scanned images to articles

1. Sorting of the scanned page pictures into the 
hierarchical Journal-Volume-Issue directory structure

– done implicitly during the scanning process and storage of the 
files in an appropriate directory structure
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2. Application of advanced OCR techniques based on the 
InftyReader software for processing of maths

– two runs: 

– details will be given by Petr Sojka in his talk 

Problems:
– language detection on the paragraph level
– page number detection (sometimes page number missing)
– if OCR does not detect page number, the scan is not matched 

automatically – has to be done manually

From scanned images to articles

scanned page PDF IML, MathML, TeX
FineReader InftyReader
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From scanned images to articles

3. Creation of the initial list of papers in the journal issue
– exploitation of metadata from existing databases
– location of beginnings and ends of papers by means of OCR
– identification of contents page and its items by means of OCR

This is very essential for further steps.

Problems:
– OCR may cause a false division of a paper into parts
– databases are not absolutely reliable (e.g. vacates)
– identification of contents page may be difficult, so far not 

solved
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From scanned images to articles

4. Auto detection of descriptive metadata from external 
databases and/or from OCR

– some of them are obtained by OCR already during the 
scanning phase 

– used in the next step for control

Problems (particularly with references):
– identification of the item beginning, separation of items and of

their elements, finding of the URL, …
– multilingualism (References, Bibliography, Bibliographie, 

Literaturverzechnis, Littérature, Literatura, Литература)
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From scanned images to articles

5. Manual revision of the list of papers and articles 
content

– crucial for the further steps in the workflow
– done manually with the help of the Metadata Editor that 

enables
• visual control of page images
• paper preview
• shuffling pages within a paper and between papers
• cancellation of a badly identified paper and constitution of 

a new one
• identification of non-matematical “papers” (editorial, contents)
• removal of pages without content
• …
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From scanned images to articles

6. Manual revision of descriptive metadata
– important for the quality of the DML, not for the workflow
– done also with the Metadata Editor

Problems:
– authors’ names

• transliteration
• who decides – Zbl, MR, authority basis?
• examples: Zakharov/Zaharov, Solomencev/Solomentsev, 

Nikolskiĭ/Nikol’skiĭ/Nikol’skij, …

– missing MSC
– …
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From scanned images to articles

7. Generating PDF files on the article level
– double-layer PDF enabling search
– generated using the list of papers and corresponding page 

numbers
– we do not consider DjVu (PDF from 6.0 supports compression

algorithm JBIG2)
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From scanned images to articles

8. Export of papers and metadata into publication 
systems

Problems:
– to decide what system to use

• Kramerius
• DSpace
• a specially developed one?

– to incorporate the DML-CZ into the WDML
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IPR issues

Problems:
– according to the Czech law the electronic version of a printed 

document is considered a truly new document → special 
author’s permission is required

– therefore, the electronic versions should not be displayed on a 
public net

– to negotiate with publishers/distributors (moving window, 
presentation of documents within this window, …)
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Further steps
- to solve the problems
- to digitize further literature

• Applications of Mathematics, Kybernetika, couple of others
• conference proceedings, textbooks, theses

- to handle the born-digital material
- to process the material digitized in Göttingen
- to process the Slovak journals
- to cooperate with other digitization initiatives

• OCR maths
• indexation and search in maths
• classification
• reference linking
• we will be happy to share our experience and developed tools
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Optimism

A: Things can’t go any worse.
B:  They still can.

Question: Who is optimist and who is pesimist?

In any way, I am optimist.

http://dml.muni.cz/


